The plan came together quickly — my friends Josh and
Glenn were already in the thick of an Alaska fatbiking tour
when they called me and proposed a weekend bikepacking trip out to the Knik Glacier.
One of the largest ice fields in Southcentral Alaska, the
Knik Glacier is a popular 20-mile round-trip day ride for
Anchorage fatbikers. Most people head out in early March,
when the long river-bar approach and the iceberg-filled
glacial lake are still frozen.
However, our timing put us there at the very end of March,
and our visions of a fast, fat tire cruise over hard-packed
snow and ice were dispelled as we found ourselves on a
slogging, muddy epic.
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A week of 40-degree temperatures and quickly melting
rivers forced us to take the much longer, 25-mile approach from the north and led to two days of pedaling
through endless ice-bottomed puddles, pushing through
fields of muck, bushwhacking with fully-loaded bikes, and
two of us breaking through the ice at one point.
In the end, our persistence and love for adventure paid off
with some fantastic glacier cycling on the icebergs and a
stunning northern lights display over the Knik during our
second night.

Clockwise from left:
Getting ready for the long ride out. Josh Spice loads up his rig by the
sea of ice on our last morning.

Required Alaska equipment: a Brooks saddle and a can of bear spray.

Glenn
Charles doing
some classic Alaska bushwhacking as we try to
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navigate the maze of trails on the massive Knik River gravel bar.

Glenn Charles enjoying a welcome sliver of warmth after our long, windy,
muddy ride out to the glacier, using driftwood that’s been pushed up onto
the sandbar by years of grinding ice against the surrounding hillsides.
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Counterclockwise from top left:
Miles away from any city lights, we were treated to a stunning display of the
Aurora Borealis, which peaked around 3:15 am on our second night out.
There’s nothing so comforting as warming your feet by the campfire after a
long day in wet socks.
Our campsite at the edge of the Knik Glacier, a massive 25-mile long river of
jumbled ice. The Knik is one of the largest glaciers in Southcentral Alaska.

MAP: TR AVIS SWIT ZER

Portrait of our bikepacking rigs in front of an iceberg. My nickel-plated
aluminum Fatback is in the middle, flanked on either side by Glenn and
Josh’s Salsa Ti Mukluks. This is one of my favorite photos of the trip.
Josh treading carefully up onto one of the 30-foot tall icebergs in the frozen
Knik Glacier lagoon. He’s got studs in his tires, but not his shoes.
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Road Test

SPECIFICATIONS
TREK 920
Price: $2,089.99 (as reviewed)
Sizes available: 49cm, 52cm,
54cm, 56cm, 58cm, 61cm
Size tested: 58cm
Weight: 28.13 pounds (with
racks, no pedals)
TEST BIKE MEASUREMENTS
1. Seat tube: 59.4cm (center

to top)
2. Top tube: 59.4cm (effective,

TREK 920

center to center)
3. Head tube angle: 71.3°
4. Seat tube angle: 73.0°
5. Chainstays: 46.5cm
6. Bottom bracket drop: 8.5cm

7. Crank spindle height

above ground: 28.2cm

8. Wheelbase: 110cm
9. Standover height: 79.6cm
10. Frame: 100 Series Alpha

Aluminum, DuoTrap S
compatible, rack and fender
mounts
11. Fork: Alloy Adventure, disc
12. Rims: Bontrager Duster Elite

Tubeless Ready
13. Hubs: Bontrager 15mm front,

142x12 rear, thru axles
14. Tires: Bontrager XR1, 29x2.0
15. Crankset: SRAM S1000

10-speed, 42/28T
16. Cassette: SRAM PG-1030,

11-36, 10-speed
17. Shift levers: SRAM 500 TT,

18. Front derailer:
19. Rear derailer:

SRAM X7, Type 2
20. Brakeset: TRP HYLEX,

hydraulic road disc brake,
160mm rotor
21. Pedals: None
22. Seat post: Bontrager SSR,

2-bolt head, 27.2mm, 12mm
offset
23. Stem: Bontrager Blendr Elite

w/ computer and light mounts,
31.8mm, 7°
24. Handlebar: Bontrager Race,

VR-C, 31.8mm
25. Headset: VP, semi-cartridge

bearings, sealed
26. Saddle: Bontrager Evoke 1.5

bar end control, 10-speed

BY TOM ROBERTSON

➺ WAY back in the mid-1990s, I had just

started working at Adventure Cycling
as a cartographer when the idea of the
Great Divide Mountain Bike Route was
being thrown around. It was conceived
as an off-road touring route stretching
from the Canadian border all the way
south to Mexico and was met with mixed
reactions. While a younger crowd was
enthusiastic, folks in the more traditional
cycling world eyed the plan with
skepticism.
Today, dirt touring has settled into
its own comfortable niche in the cycling
world. Terms like bikepacking, used
during the first years of the Great Divide
Route, are entrenched in the vocabulary
of adventure travel these days. In fact,
in mainstream outdoor media, it’s the
off-road touring that gets most of the
coverage.
I love riding on dirt roads. When you
live in Montana for over 20 years, at
some point you’re bound to get burned
out on the few paved options and start
seeking more variety. Along with their
relative abundance in this part of the
country, dirt roads have plenty to offer:
varied scenery, a better chance of seeing
wildlife, and most important, fewer cars
and trucks to contend with. All that said,
I love good paved roads as well. When
on a bike tour, having the ability to make
last-second decisions about which road
to ride is a huge asset, and it’s great to
have a bike that can handle any type of
track. Even if you ride the TransAmerica
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GEARING IN INCHES

SRAM X5

28

42

11

69.5

104.1

13

58.6

88.0

15

51.0

76.3

17

45.0

67.3

19

40.1

60.2

22

34.6

52.0

25

30.5

45.8

28

27.2

40.9

32

24.0

35.7

36

21.3

31.9

Contact: Trek Bicycle
Corporation, 801 W. Madison
St., Waterloo, Wisconsin,
800.585.8735, trekbikes.com,
info@trekbikes.com.

Trail, odds are good that you’ll run across
construction here and there and need to
ride varying surfaces.
Although I love riding dirt roads, I
don’t like riding them on mountain bikes
— it just feels slow and clunky. It’s far
more preferable to have drop handlebars
and more road bike-like geometry when
touring on roads. So it was somewhat
ironic that I first learned about the Trek
920 while touring in southern Patagonia. I
say ironic because there are long stretches
down there where the main roads are still
gravel. And “gravel” in Patagonia can mean
anything from smooth dirt to some of the
largest stones you’ve ever seen on a major
roadway. Although I made it through the
tour on my 15-year-old road touring bike,
it was an ultra-bumpy ride. When I got my
first glance at the 920, my heart skipped a
beat. It looked like the perfect solution for
a trip like that.
So many things make this bike the ideal
craft for such a trip, starting with the large
29 x 2.0-inch Bontrager XR1 tires and the
front and rear thru-axle hubs, straight
from Trek’s mountain bike line. On top of
that, the Trek 920 sports hydraulic disc
brakes, beefed-up tubing, and a little kink
in the top tube that allows for an extra
water-bottle cage in the main frame. With
that extra cage, the bike can now carry
four bottles on the main triangle with an
option to attach two more cages to the
front fork. This might be overkill on most
tours, but when traveling through some of
the water-deprived areas of Argentina and
Chile, it would be most welcome.
But Patagonia was in the past, and I
had another trip coming up that would
traverse some dirt roads: a self-contained
bike tour in Oregon, from Portland to Bend
(see page 10). Along with four panniers on
the bikes, we would also be pulling trailers
with ski-touring gear because our plans
included climbing and skiing six volcanoes
along the way. As we pedaled along with
150 pounds of bike and gear, the road
surfaces underneath us would vary from
CONTINUED ON PAGE 56
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